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**Title word cross-reference**

2 [DT68]. 2^{17–9} [Add65, Pre66]. 2^k\cdot p [BH61a, BH61b]. 2^n
[Add61, Coo68, Mar69b]. 2^{n-1} [Joh66a]. 2^n 3^m [Mar69a, Mar69b], 2^p-q
[DW66a], 2^k [Ku63b]. 2 \times 2 [Owe65c, Owe66a]. 2 \times 3 [BN63, BN64]. 3(2^{n-k})
[Joh64a]. 32 [Add65]. 3^{4n+1} [Rag65]. 50 [Har66]. 3 [CHDF67, Kao69]. m
[Mar67, Mar68b]. n [Mar67, Mar68b, Rec67]. \chi^2 [JB61]. D_{mn}(n \leq m \leq 20)
[Zel62a]. E(y) = \alpha + \delta x + \beta x^y [SK65]. F [Fox63, Web68c]. k [Bar67b]. \lambda(r, n)
[Wil65]. m [HM65b]. N [Ano65i, WW64]. n = 26 [Wil65]. s [Har66]. s = 1
[Har66]. t [DT68, GB65, Hal63, Kra66b, Owe68]. T^2 [JB61]. U [Sho67b]. V
[Add65, Pre66]. V_1^{(n)} [Har66]. W [SW68].

- [JB61]. -Distribution [Kra66b, Owe68]. -Statistic [Web68c, Sho67b].
-Tests [JB61]. -Way [Ano65i, WW64].

1 [KLTW65b, McK69d, Sam69, Zys64]. 123rd [Ano64a]. 124th [Ano65a].


Hal63, Owe68, Cow67, Eri66, Joh66b, Tra65, Bak64, Ros65a. Applied [All68, Eva63, Lj69b, Wat69b, Wei62a, Bai67, Gil65, Ran69, Sto61].


between [Ano64g, EP63b, HR65, PW65, Qur64, QNA65, SZ68, Tuk61]. Bevan [Tuc68]. Bias [CW69, KMH69]. Bibliography [Fis67, For66, Zel63a].


Books [Jef63, Jen62, Joh66b, Joh68, Kan61, KR68, Kaw65, Kei63, Kip65, Koe65, Koo64, Koo68, Kor68, Kra66a, Kru63, Ku63a, Lau68, Lea67, Lei68, Lev66, Li68, Lig69, Llo61, Luv65, Luk63, Luk64a, Luk64b, Lun68, Mad68, Mia66, Man61, Man64c, McK68b, McK68a, McK69d, McK69a, McK69b, McK69c, McL69, Mee66, Mee69, Mil63, Mil66, Min65b, Min65a, Mul65, Nad69b, Nau68, Neu68, Ney65, Nob63, Noe63, Ode66a, Ode66b, Ode68, Olm62, Ost64, Owe63, Owe65a, Owe65b, Owe65c, Owe66a, Par64, Pet66, Pet64, Pfa63a, Pfa64, Pos66, Pot67, Put65, Pyk63, Ran68b, Ran68a, Ran69, Rei62, Rei63b, Rei63a, Rob64, Rob63, Rog68a, Rog68b, Rog69b, Rog69a, Roo63, Ros64, Ros65b, Ros65a, Rou68, Roy67, S.65a, S.65b, Sam69, Sat65, Sch66, Sew66, Sha66, Ste65, Sto61, Str69].

Calculations [Cow67, Gre68, McL69].

Calculating [Wel62].

Calculation [Bur65, Cho62, STF68].

Calculations [Fow69].

Calibration [Ber69, Kru67, Kru69, Wil69].

Cani [Cow67].

Capsules [Rob69].

Carlo [Mul65, BMW65, NG68].

Cartesian [Kan61].

Cell [CG62].

Censored [Ano68f, Ano73, Coh61b, Coh63, Coh65, Eps60c, Gk69, Hal65a, Har67b, HM68, Pha68a, Sal67].

Censoring [Boh68].

Center [Str69].

Centerless [Moh69].

Centerless-Grinding [Moh69].

Central [Hal63].


Chain [HB69, Har62].

Chain-Pooling [HB69].

Chains [BPM63, Joh66d, KKK62, Ran68a].

Chakravarti [All68].

Chance [Gil63].

Changes [DS68a].

Changing [AR66].

Characteristic [Ros65a, Dyk66a].

Characteristics [MT65].

Charles [Ire65].

Chart [Ano61e, GW61, JS68b, Rob66].

Charts [Ewa63, Joh63, Joh66c, Pag61, Tay68].

Chemical [DGR61, Hsi66, Man69a, Wei61a].

Chemists [Chu68a, Dan61].

Chi [Che67, Nel66].

Chi-Square [Che67].

Chiang [McK69b].

Chin [McK69b].

Choice [Cl65].

Choosing [Dol63].

Chover [Doo69].

Clark [Sch66].

Class [Aig68, Cra62].

Classical [Kru67, Kru69, Nau68].

Classification [Ano65i, Bra68, Goo62, Pel69, Que64, WW64].

Classifications [KL65b, KL65c].

Classified [Bec68a, Bec68b, San68].

Clelland [Cow67].

Clipping [Hin67].

Clustering [Nau66].

Coalescence [Mar68a].

Codes [Man61].

Coefficient [Sun65, Wei66].

Coefficients [Ler65, Wol77, Wil65].

Cohen [Rei63a, Ano66j].

Coherent [EP63a].

Collaborative [Bur68].

collected [Cox92].

Combination [Gun65].

Combinations [GH69].

Combinatorial [Gil65, Gan69, Gil63, Man64c, Zae68].

Combining [Ben64, Kap66, Nel66, Won61].

Comer [Smi69b].

Comment [Eps64b, Sni68a].

Commentary [Coc68a].

Comments [Ano65, Goo61, GM66, Jac65, JP61, KL65a].

Communication [Gm66, Pos65, Rob63, TC68].

Communications [DW66b].

Comparative [Ril62].

Comparing [Kao64, NG68, Rob60, Ste60].

Comparison [Ano67f, Bar67a, BA63, Cox65, JL69, MS68, Nau66, Rob66].

Comparisons [AC67, Bec68a, Dun65, Dun64, KL65b, KL65c, Ren69, RS65, Rob61, She65a, TSRR67].

Compartmental [BC69].

Complete [Ano68f, Ano73, Coh65, Coo68, HM65a, Har67b, Wil65].

Completed [Bar67b].

Complex [And60, Kra63a].

Component [Ano65j, BES61, Dia67, EP63b, Mye64, Sch64].

Components [BA63, EP63a, JL69, Koc67a, Koc68, KA67, Lar66, LNJ66, Mor61, TM63, LN66, Wei61b].

Composite [KA67, PO61].

Composition [Mye64].

Compound [Hal60].
Comprehensive [Fra68]. Computation [Coo66]. Computer

D [Bar63a, Coh66c, Fle63, Gei66, Gil63, Gil66, Gov66, Ku63a, Owe65c, Rob64, Tra65]. damage [Wei61b]. Daniel [KFT60]. Data [Ano66g, Chu66b, Coh60, Eps60b, GM68, GT66, Kra63b, Man64b, Man69a, OF69, Pat66, Pha68b, PO61, Que64, Tal67, TC68, Cro68, Dyk67a, Jac66, Kru63]. David [Gil63, McK69a, Sew66, Ban69]. Davidon [VT68]. Dealing [GS69]. Decimal [Con62]. Decision [Gup65, Hol68, Ran68a, Ran69, Rog68a, Sto61, Lut68].

decisions

Designs [Add64a, AB64, AC67, Ano63h, BC62, BH61a, BH61b, Box66a, Che62, Cla67, Dan63, Dia67, Doe65, Dra61, Dra62, DL67, DS68a, DS68b, Dyk60, Fry61, GH62, Hil60, HH69, HR65, Joh64a, Joh64a, Kap66, KA67, LNJ68, Mar68b, Mar69a, Mar69b, MD68, OM68, Pat63b, Pot62b, Pre69, Rec67, Rob61, SHH62, TS64, TM68, Web68a, Web68b, WM61, BB60, LN66, Pot62a].


[Doo66, Cot69, Rob65, TC68, Ode68, Van64]. Diilution [Wei61a].


[Aig68, AR66, AR69, BA67, BG66, Bar62b, Bar63b, Bar62c, Bra66, Bur65, Bur67, CD67, CB62, CW69, Coh65, CR66, Dod62, Dow66, Eis68, ES69, Ela61, Eps60e, Eps60f, Eps61, Eps64a, Fin63, GF69, GFP67, GD60, Gun65, Gup60, GQ567, GS69, Hal60, HB61, HO63, Har69, Jae64a, Jae65, JL66, Joh62b, Joh63, Joh64b, Joh66c, Kra66b, LS68, LNN61, Lev66, Lin64, LE64, LLM64, Mac69, Man67, Mar64, Men63, MH69, Ode67, Owe64, Owe65b, Owe67, Bal67, Sahr64, SV69, Sat64, SW68, SL63, SM65, TL68, TBA69, TBB69, Wei64b, WGH62, Wol77, ZD61, DT68, HM67, Owe68, Pat60, Sho67b, KR68, Ste65].

Distribution-Free [BG66, HO63, LSL68, Wol77]. Distributions [Bas64, BPM63, CB67, Coh66a, Coh67, Dub67a, Eis64, Eps60c, FC60, Fox63, GK69, Gup62, Hal60, Hal68, Hal64, HM68, Has66, LNJ68, Man68, NM69, Pfa63b, Sau68, SB67, SG61, Wei65, WB60, LN66, Rif69, Nau68, Noe63, Pos66].

Ettinger [Fei66]. Evaluating [GF69, SD69]. Evaluation
[Jae64b, MH69, She66b, Tin63, Pat60]. Even [Web68a]. Evolutionary
[Box66b, HK66, SHH62]. EVOP [BD68b]. Exact
[AR69, BN64, Har64, Hea69, JL66, LSL68, Rob60, Sal67]. Examination
[AT63, De 64, Ohn63]. Example [Con62, Jen63, Ken67]. Examples
[DH69, Pat60]. exhibiting [Wei61b]. Existence
[EM64]. Existing
[GM68, Mie67]. Expected [Wil66]. Experiment [Coo68, CHDF67, JA67].
Experimental
[Ano63h, Box63, BH65, Bra68, Coh66d, Fry61, Hill60, Jac66, OM68, KHM69, Ham65b, Ham65a, Koe65]. Experimentation
[TS64].
Experiments
[Add61, Add62a, Ano60d, Ano66b, AH68, Atk69, Bro61, Dan60a, Dan63, Dyk66b, GF69, Gor66, Hew68, HB69, KS69, Mar67, MA66, Sta64, TM68, Zel59, Zys65, Ams65b, Ire65, McK68b]. Explanation
[Pro63].
Exponential
[Ano65j, AR66, Dod62, ES69, Eps60c, Eps60e, Eps60f, Eps61, GM62, Har64, Hol67, PO61, Sal67, SV69, Sch64, TL68, ZD61]. Expressions
[Ros65b]. Extension
[Coo68]. Extrapolation
[Kru69, LJ69b]. Extreme
[Dan60a, Dan63, DW66a, DS68a, Fry61, HB69, Hun64, JA67, Kao69, Mar67, Mar69a, Mar69b, Pat63b, Rec67, Sta64, Web68b, Zel59, Zys65, Cox92].
Factors
[Add64a, Dan63, Dra62, DS68b, Man64a, WB60]. Failure
[Coh66b, Eis63, EP63b, NWF63, PW65, PO61, Pro63, Sau68, ST68]. Failures
[Jae64a]. Fallacious
[Goo62]. Families
[Cla67]. Fatigue
[Ams65b, LJ69b]. Federal
[Utt66]. Feedback
[Box66b]. Fehr
[Gho67].
Feller
[Gru67, Sam69].
Ferdinand
[Pet64]. Ferguson
[Blu66, Rog68a]. Fill
[Bo69]. Filters
[Jae67, Rob65]. Finding
[Ano63h, Fry61]. Finite
[Bec67, Cry67, Wal69, Ham62]. Finite-Difference
[Ham62]. Finney
[Owe65c, Ano63]. First
[Mac66, ST68]. Fisher
[Ano60e, Rob60]. Fisk
[Bas68]. Fisz
[Gei64]. Fit
[Wei66]. Fitting
[Dol60, GT66, GD60, Man69a, SK65, Har61b]. Five
[WM61]. Fletcher
[Owe63]. Flow
[DGR61, En60]. Fluctuations
[NH69]. Folded
[El61, Joh62b, Joh63, LNN61]. Formalization
[Rei63a]. Forman
[Dyk67a]. Formula
[GH69]. Formulae
[Dyk67b]. Formulas
[Owe65a]. Forsythe
[Ham62]. Fortran
[Wo68]. Foundations
[Je63]. Four
[Ano68f, DeC65, Dia67, DS68b, Har67b, Pot62a]. Four-factor
[Pot62a]. Four-Moment
[DeC65]. Four-Parameter
[Ano68f, Har67b]. Fourier
[NH69]. Fourth
[Al63, Bar63c]. Fraction
[FPS65, PB67]. Fractional
[Add62b, Add69, BH61a, BH61b, Dan60b, Pat63b, TL68, You61, Dan63]. Fractions
[Add61, Ano63b, Fry61, Rag65, Rec67]. Francis
[Cow67]. Frank
[Ams65a, Dun66]. Franklin [Zys64]. Franz [Ter65]. Fred [Coh66d]. Free
[BG66, GM62, GM66, HO63, HB69, LSL68, Pos65, Wol77]. Freedom
[Che67, GH69]. Freeman [Min55a]. Frequencies [Ku63b, Ren69].
Frequency [Aig68, GKKK61]. Freund [Bor66, Hag66, Tho63]. Friedlander
[S.65b]. Fr¨oberg [Mee66]. Front [Ano60f, Ano60g, Ano60h, Ano60i, Ano61h,
Ano61i, Ano61j, Ano61k, Ano62g, Ano62h, Ano62i, Ano62j, Ano63j, Ano63k,
Ano63l, Ano63m, Ano64i, Ano64j, Ano64k, Ano64l, Ano65l, Ano65m, Ano65n,
Ano65o, Ano66l, Ano66m, Ano66n, Ano67i, Ano67j, Ano67k, Ano67l,
Ano68g, Ano68h, Ano68i, Ano68j, Ano69g, Ano69h, Ano69i, Ano69j]. Fry
[Blu66]. Fuel [Jae64b]. Function
[BN64, Ber69, Coc64, Jen63, N´ad69a, SL63, McK68a]. Functions
[CB67, DL67, HO63, Man62, MH69, Owe65a, PW65, Tic61, Wei65, Har61b,
Ros65a]. Fundamental [Ire65]. Further [Koc68]. Future [Wil66].

G
[Ams65b, BP68, Bro68, Buc67, Cad69, Chu68a, Cro68, Dun61, Dyk65b,
Dyk67b, Fer66, For66, Gho67, Gre68, Hay68, Hol68, Joh68, Ken61, Koe65,
Lau68, Lei68, Lev66, Lut68, McL69, Nau68, Ode68, Pfa63a, Rei63a, Roo63,
Ros65a, Roy67, Ver66, Wal68, Wou63, Wou65, Zel62a, Zel63b, Zel63a]. G.

G. [Gur65]. Gain [LJ69b]. Gamble [Ode66b]. Gamma [Ano68f, Ano73, CW69,
GD60, Gup60, HM65a, Har67b, KR67, Pas62, Sä64, SM65, WGH62].
Gangoli [Cry67]. Ganguli [Cha62a]. Gardner [Mee69]. Gasoline [BM60].
Gauging [Pag62]. Gauss [Har61b]. Gaussian
General [Dan69, DGR61, Jen61, Koc67a, Koc68, Par64, Pot62b, Pot62a].
Generalized [Ano68f, Har67b, Mal69, SM65]. Generating [Mar64].
Generation [Fox63, SS62]. Genesis [Eis64]. George
[Bl66, Ham62, Hus69, Nob63]. Gilbarg [Nob63]. Given [Hal67, JS68b].
Gnedenko [Gei62, Sys63]. Goldstein [Ver66]. Good [McC65]. Goodman
[JP61]. Goodness [Wei66]. Gotkin [Ver66]. Graph [Har67a]. Graphical
[CL67, Dol60, Ren69, San68]. Graphs [Owe65a]. Graybill [Sat65, Zys64].
Greco [Pot62a]. Green [Van64]. Greenberg [Zel63b]. Greenwood
[All62, Owe63]. Grenander [Koo64]. Griffiths [Wat69a]. Grinding
[Ano62a, Kap66, Pat62, Rei63a, She65b, SG66, Wat61, Gur65].
[Aig68, Tal67]. Groups [Jae65]. Growth [BS66]. Gruenberger [Rob64].
Guenther [Low65]. Guide [Thr64, Zel62b, Owe63, All62]. Gupta [Ano60e].
Guterman [Ano62f, Ano63]. Guttman [Cap66].

H
[All62, Bai67, Ber67, Cha62a, Coh66c, Dod60, Dod62, Dra63a, Fer66,
Gho67, Gov66, Han65b, Ham65a, Har62, Kra66a, Ku63a, Man64c, Owe63,
Rog68b, S.65b, Ste65, Sto61, Wei62a]. H108 [Eps64b]. Hadley
Half-rectified [Rif69]. Halperin [Ano61f, Ano64h]. Hamilton [Sch66].
Irregular [Add61]. Irwin [Cap66]. Isn’t [BD68b]. Isotope [Wei61a]. Item [Kra63a, Rei62]. Items [WW61]. IV [All63, Mar69b].

J [All62, All68, Bar63c, Bor66, Bro68, Bur68, Cha62b, Chu68a, Cow67, Cro68, De 64, Fe66, Fer66, Gan69, Gil66, Har62, Hau61, Hus69, Jeff63, Kor68, Leif68, Lev66, Man64c, Ode66b, Oml63, Owe66, Owe65c, Put65, Ran68b, Ran68a, Rei68a, Rob64, Ro663, Tho67, Tue68, Wei62a]. James [McK69c]. Jean [Gaf65]. Jerome [Owe65b].


L [Coo66, Cra65, Cry67, Dan61, Dra63a, Dun60, Eri66, Gho67, Gor66, Gra69, Jeff63, Kra66a, McK68a, Mee69, Ode66b, Oml62, Owe63, Par64, Put65, Ter65, Thr64, Zac68, Zim68]. Laboratory [Cam69, Hsi66]. Lahar [All68, Ros65a]. Lajos [Jen62, Kei63]. Lambe [Dyk67b]. Large [QH64, Rog69b, SB67]. Larry [Ams65a]. Lassar [Ver66]. Latin [BCK78, BCK60, BCK61, Cla67, Pot62a, Pot62b]. Latscha [Owe65c].

Letter [Ams65a]. Lassar [Ver66]. Latin [BCK78, BCK60, BCK61, Cla67, Pot62a, Pot62b]. Latscha [Owe65c].

Level [Add64b, Add69, Dod60, DS66a, HB69, BB60]. Levels [Box63, Cla65, D668b, Dan63]. Lieberman [Lei68]. Life [Ano60d, AR66, BG66, Bar63b, Bas64, BCM62, Blu67, Che62, Coh63, Coh66b, Dod62, Dyk66a, EN65, Eps60b, Eps60d, Eps60e, Eps60f, Eps61, Eps64a, EM64, Gup62, Hw68, ML60, Nel63, Ril62, Sau68, Sho67a, WW61, Ze69, ZD61]. Likelihood [Ano60f, Ano73, CW69, CB67, Coh61b, Coh65, GPH67, GD60, Han69, HM65a, Har67b, HM68, Joh62b, Ler65, Tad67]. Limit [Hal62, Tin63, WB60, Tuc65]. Limits [Bo68, FW68, GH66, GM62, HO63, HW66, Mac69, Mad65, Mos65, ST68]. Lindgren [Lau68, Gei63]. Lindley [Gei66, Gei66]. Line [Ber69, Dol60, Dyk67a, Joh66d, Lie61, Mal69, P67, Neu68]. Linear [Aig68, Ber69, Coc64, DW66a, Dow66, DS66, DS68a, GH69, GQS67, Jen63].

[12]
JS68a, Man64a, Man67, McC65, Par64, Pas62, Roo63, SD68, Tra65, Zys64, Har61b, Joh66b, Wou63. **Linearity** [GM65]. **Lines** [Dun62, Pag63]. **Link** [Ans65, Jac65]. **Liquidity** [Mye64]. **Literature** [Fis67, For66, Zel63, HH66]. **Lives** [WW61]. **Load** [HS66]. **Locating** [Dan60a, Mod62]. **Location** [Dub67a, LB69, Moh67]. **Loève** [Kaw65]. **Loewner** [Nob63]. **Log** [GK69, N'ad69, Whi69]. **Log-Normal** [GK69, GQ67]. **Lognormal** [Gup62, JS68b]. **Long** [McK69]. **Loop** [Jen63]. **Lot** [Jae64a]. **Lots** [Hil62, Wal69]. **Lowell** [Min65a]. **Loxston** [Chu68a]. **LTPD** [Hal62]. **Lukacs** [Ros65a].

M [All68, Ber67, Chu68a, Cor69, Gei64, Gra69, Hay68, Jen62, Kay65, Ode68, Owe65c, Owe66a, Pfa63a, Pfa64, Roy67, Sat65, Tan68, Tra65, Tuc68]. **Machine** [Rob63]. **Machining** [MBM64]. **Madison** [Str69]. **Main** [Add62a, Mar68b, Mar69a, Sta64]. **Main-Effect** [Add62a, Mar68b, Mar69a, Sta64]. **Maitland** [Cha62b]. **Making** [Ren69, TSRR67]. **Management** [Wei62a, Hsu69, Lut68]. **Manager** [Thr64]. **Mandel** [Jac66]. **Mann** [Sho67b]. **Manual** [Dan61, Dun60]. **Manufacture** [Jac67]. **Manufacturing** [Dun60, Mil60]. **Markov** [Ber61, Fle63, Har62, Pyk63, Ran68a, HS66, KKK62, Doo69]. **Marks** [Aig68]. **Marliss** [Zel62a]. **Martin** [Ran68a]. **Marvin** [Dre63]. **Mary** [Koe65]. **masse** [See68]. **Material** [DGR61]. **Materials** [McK69d, Pet66]. **Mathai** [Tan68]. **Mathematical** [All62, All63, Bar63, Coh66c, Fer66, Gei64, Ku63a, Luk63, Luk64a, Luk64b, Nob63, Owe65a, Par61, Wou64, Am56a, Ber66, Boo62, Rei63a, Rog68a, Thr63]. **Mathematics** [Str69, Gil65, Ham65b, Ham65a, Man64c, S.65b, Tan68, Chu68a]. **Matrix** [Ano60a, Dwy64, Goo69, Lar66, SGR62, Pet66]. **Matter** [Ano60a, Ano60b, Ano60c, Ano60f, Ano60g, Ano60h, Ano60i, Ano61a, Ano61b, Ano61c, Ano61h, Ano61i, Ano61j, Ano61k, Ano62b, Ano62c, Ano62d, Ano62g, Ano62h, Ano62i, Ano62j, Ano63a, Ano63b, Ano63c, Ano63d, Ano63j, Ano63k, Ano63l, Ano63m, Ano64b, Ano64c, Ano64d, Ano64i, Ano64j, Ano64k, Ano64l, Ano65b, Ano65c, Ano65d, Ano65f, Ano66, Ano66a, Ano66b, Ano66c, Ano66d, Ano66i, Ano66j, Ano66k, Ano66l, Ano66m, Ano66n, Ano67b, Ano67c, Ano67d, Ano67e, Ano67f, Ano67i, Ano67j, Ano67k, Ano67l, Ano67m, Ano68a, Ano68b, Ano68c, Ano68d, Ano68e, Ano68g, Ano68h, Ano68i, Ano68j, Ano69a, Ano69b, Ano69c, Ano69d, Ano69e, Ano69g, Ano69h, Ano69i, Ano69j]. **Maurice** [For66, Zel63a]. **Maxima** [Cho62]. **Maximisation** [Atk69]. **Maximum** [Ano68f, Ano73, CW69, Coh61b, Coh65, GPH67, GD60, Han69, HM65a, Har67b, HM68, Jol62b, Lcr65, Ode67, Tal67]. **Maximum-Likelihood** [Ano68f, Ano73, HM65a, Har67b, HM68]. **Maxwell** [Kru63]. **May** [VH69]. **McCarthy** [Tra65]. **McCracken** [Rob64]. **McElrath** [Lau68]. **McKay** [Tho67]. **McLean** [Gor66]. **Mean** [AR69, Bin68, Eas68, Eps61, GH69, GS69, Koc67b, Kra67, Kru66, N668, Pat66, Sat64, Tip63, VH69, WW61]. **Means** [Bec67, Ben64, Cra62, JS68b, MH68]. **Measurement**

Methods [All68, AR69, BCK60, BCK61, Cox65, Dyk67b, Ela61, Ham62, Joh68, Kru67, Kru69, Mar67, Mye64, MS68, NH69, Wil69, Zac68, BCK78, Cad69, Mul65].


Modified [Ano62e, Gue69, SGR62, Har61b, BW66]. Mohan [Ano67g].

Moment [DeC65]. Moments [Ela61, Gov63, KR67, ML60, Noel63, TL68, Whi69].

Monte [Mul65, BM66, NG68]. Mood [Sat65, LSL68]. Morethrough [Fei66].

Morris [Rei63a, Ter65]. Motivation [Cha62a]. Multi [BES61, Dod60, Sch69, BK68]. Multi-Component [BES61].

multi-dimensional [BK68]. Multi-Level [Dod60]. Multi-Sized [Sch69].

Multichannel [Cot69]. Multicomponent [GH62]. Multidimensional [CL67, Pos66]. Multinomial [Goo65, QH64]. Multiple [Bec68a, Bra68, Cox65, Dun65, Dun64, GM68, Gup65, Hin68, Ker67, KLTW65b, KLTW65c, Ren69, RS65, Rob61, She65a, TSRR67, Wei61a].


Mutually [BCK60, BCK61, BCK78]. My [BD68b].

N [Bai67, Bak64, Ban69, Gho67, Gil63, Ham65b, Ham65a, McK68a, Rog69a, Zim68, LJ69b]. Narula [Ano80]. Natrelle [Koe65]. Negative [And65, Bar62c, Bar66, ML60, Ste65, TM63, Pat60]. Nested [AC67, KA67, LJ69a, LNJE68, LN66]. Newton [Har61b]. Neyman [Nob63, Bar63c, SZ68]. Nilsson [Roo63]. No [Jae64a, BK68]. Noether [Wal68]. Noise [GKKK61, Lin64, Par64, Par64]. Nonlinear [Ran68b]. Non [EP63a, GM65, JS68a, Kao69, Nau66, Owe69, Par64, Sin66, TM63, Web68a].


P [Bas68, Gol63, Hes68, Lev66, Nau68, Owe63, Owe65c, Rei63a, Smi69b]. Paired [TSRR67]. Pairs [Ste60]. Pál [Rog69b]. Paia [Neu68]. Paper [Ans65, Jac65, Pat63a, Gur65]. Papers [Ano64a, Ano65a, Ano68a, Ano69a, Ban69, KFT+60, BLH+60]. Papoulis [Mil66]. Parallel [Dan60b, Mad65]. Parameter [Ano68f, AR66, AH68, Coh61a, Dub67a, Eps60c, GM62, Har64, Har67b, HH66, Jae64a, Man68, SM65, SZ68, Was64, HM65b]. Parameter-Free [GM62]. Parameters [AC67, Ano68f, Ano73, BA67, CW69, Coh66a, Dow66, Dub65, Dub67b, Ela61, Eps60c, GPH67, GQS67, HM65a, Har67b, HM68,
Has66, Kao64, Man67, Men63, Sal67, Sär64, TL68, TBA69. Parametric [Kao69]. Parker [Cow67]. Part [Gei66, BH61a, BH61b, Eps60e, Eps60f, KLTW65b, KLTW65c].
Pieruschka [Ost64, Ros64]. Pin [Moh67]. Plan [Add65, Pre66, She65b]. Planning [Fle65]. Plans [Add62a, Add62b, Add64b, Add69, BG66, Cra68, DW66a, Gup62, Hal60, Hal62, Hal67, Hal68, Hii64, Mar69a, Owe67, Pat63c, PB67, Pha68a, Pha68b, PZB62, QNA65, Rag65, SD69, Sta64, ZT68, Owe65b].
Polynomial [Cla65, Hoe68b, Kus69]. polynomials [Wil65]. Pooling [HB69].
Population [Ano66g, Ano68f, Coh60, Har64, Har67b, Jen62, Koc67b, Pat66, PO61, HM65b]. Populations [Ano67, Bec67, Bec68a, Bec68b, GH66, Gov63, HM65a, JS68b, Sin66].
Bak64, Bec67, BD68a, Dun62, Eck69, FVM69, Gav63, Jen62, Ran68a, VT68].

**Procedure** [AB64, Bec67, Dol60, Dun60, Koc67b, Mod62, BMW65].

**Procedures**

[AC67, BMPS68, Bec68b, BA63, Dod60, Dod62, EBT62, Eps60d, Eps64a, FVM69, Gru69, Man68, Pfa63b, Ri62, Rob66, SD69, Was64, ZD61, BMW66].

**Proceedings** [Str69, All63, Bar63c, Cha62b].

**Process**


**Processes**


**Processing** [TC68].

**Producer** [Sin66, Hal67].

**Product**

[DHT69, Dur66, Fle65, FPS65, HB60].

**Production** [PJ67, Wil66].

**Productivity** [Cha62a].

**Products** [Bar62b, Wei62].

**Program**

[BS66, Jae64b].

**Programed** [Ver66].

**Programme** [DGR61].

**Programmed** [Li68, Utt66].

**Programming** [Ber61, Boc63, PJ67, Rob60, Tra65, Man69b, Boo62, Ran68b, Wol68, Wou63, Wou64, Wu65, Cha66a].

**Programs**

[Ano61d, Hi62, Jos64, Leo61a, Leo61b, Leo61c, Leo61d, Leo62a, Leo62b, Leo62c, Co69].

**Progress** [Olm62].

**Progressively** [Coh63, GK69].

**Properties** [Dub65, Fin63, Wou66, Owe68].

**Proportion** [Que64, SG66].

**Proportional** [Bl67].

**Proportions** [Go65, QH64].

**Proposal** [Ber69].

**Proschan** [Ams65a].

**Protection** [Kus69].

**Pseudo** [MPB68].

**Pseudoinverse** [HH66a].

**Publications** [Ano62k].

**Pulse** [Pas62].

**Pulse-Height** [Pas62].

**Quadratic** [DW66a, Tic61, Wes62, Man69b].

**Qualitative** [Kru63, OF69].

**Quality** [Ano61c, Dod60, Dun60, Dur66, Eps64b, GW61, HB60, Hsi66, Jae64b, Kra63a, TS64, Fei66, Dod62, Dun60, Zim68].

**Quantal** [We64a].

**Quantiles** [Eis68, Sär64].

**Quantitative** [Hz69, We64a, BB60].

**Query** [And65, Ano67f, BF65, Bar67b, Bar67a, Bow68, Bur65, Cha66, Che67, Coc65, Coo66b, BHF67, Dix64, Gun65, HW66, JL67, Joh64b, JA67, Kao64, LM64, Mac69, Man64b, MPB68, Mos65, Nad67, Nel66, Ros66, Sat64, Smi68b, Smi68a, Wei64b, You64, Zys65].

**Queues** [De65, Kei63].

**Quick** [Dol63].

**R** [All68, Ams65a, Bar63a, Bas68, Ber67, Blo66, BP68, Cry67, Dyk66a, Fer66, Gei62, Gov66, Ham62, Har67a, Ire65, Hip65, Lev66, Lig69, McK69c, Min65b, Nad69b, Olf62, Owe65c, Par64, Pet66, Roo63, Ros65a, St61, Tra65, Wat69b, Wol68].

**R.** [Ger66].

**Radar** [TC68].

**Radhakrishna** [Joh66b].

**Radial** [CB62].

**Radioactive** [Pet64].

**Radionuclide** [PL65].

**Rahman** [Rog69a].

**Raiffa** [Ran69, St61].

**Rainfall** [GF69].

**Rall** [Coo66].

**Ralston** [Ma66].

**Random** [Blo66, Cro68, Fox63, Gav63, Joh66d, Koc67b, Koo68, MPB68, Mil66, Nan66, Ode66a, Par64, SS62, You64].

**Randomisation** [DS66].

**Randomized** [HS66].

**Randomness** [Man62, Noe63].

**Range** [Bar62a, Bur65, CD67, Har61a].

**Rank**
Dun64, Mic67, Mos65, Sh65a, Ste60, TSRR67, BMW65, BMW66. Ranked
[HW66, Joh64b]. Ranking [Bec67, Bec68b, Gup65]. Ranks [Ode67]. Rao
[Joh66b]. Rate [BF65, Eps64a, EP63b, Pro63, Sau68]. Rates
[Coc68a, EP63b, LM68, TS66]. Ratio [Ben64, CR66, GL67, MT65]. Ray
[Pas62]. Reactor [Jae64b]. Readings [Wou64]. Reappraisal [Jon65].
Received [Ano62k, Ano63e, Ano63f, Ano63g, Ano64e, Ano64f, Ano65e,
Ano65f, Ano65g, Ano65h]. Reciprocals [Tip63]. Rectangular [BPM63].
rectified [Rif69]. Reduced [WM61]. Redundant [Hal64, ST68, Wei62b].
Reference [Aig68, TC68]. Regression [LJ69b]. Region [Nád69a]. Regions
[Lie61]. Regression [Bai67, Bow68, Box66c, Chu68b, Cla65, DS66, FVM69,
GM68, Hin68, HL67, J66, JS68a, Ker67, Kra63b, Kru67, Kru69, Ler65,
Lie61, Man64a, Man64b, OM68, PL65, SK65, Tor63, VT68, Wes62, Wil69,
Har61b, Kus69, Man69b, Mee69]. Regressions [STF68]. Regressor [Ker67].
Rejection [AG60, Dix64, HB60]. Related
Relay [PO61]. Release [Rob69]. Reliability
[BH60, BS66, Bas64, BES61, Dod62, Eps64a, Eps64b, Gav63, Gra69, Hol67,
JL66, LE64, Mad65, MS68, PW65, Pra67, SV69, ST68, Wal69, Wei61b,
Ams65a, Dre63, Ost64, Ros64, Zirn68, Buc67]. Reliable [Eps64a]. Remark
[Cox65]. Remarks [Dan69, Koc68, Kru60, SB67, Wet60]. Renewal
[Sch69, SL63, Bar63a]. Repair [Hal64]. Repairable [Fl65]. Repetitive
[She65b]. Replacement [Gla67]. Replenishment [DW66b]. Replicates
[Dan66b]. Replication [HB69, You61]. Replication-Free [HB69]. Reply
[KLTW65a]. Requirement [BM60, HO63]. Research [Gol63, Olm62, Sew66,
Str69, Van64, Rei63a, Cha62b, Dyk65b, Lei68, Thr64, Zel62b, Ban69].
Reservoirs [Llo63]. Reset [Moh69]. Resetting [MBM64]. Residual
[JL67]. Residuals [AT63, De 64, Ler65, Olm63, PL65, TG67, dB64]. Resolution
[Add65, Mar69b, Pre66, Web68a, WM61]. Response [Chu66b, Dra61,
Dra63b, DS68b, Dyk60, GKKK61, Mod62, TM68, HH66b, KMH69].
Responses [JA67, Wei64a]. Restricted [Man69b]. Results
[Ell63, Mar69b, KLTW65b]. Révéz [Rog69b]. Review
[All62, All68, All63, Ams65b, Ams65a, And66, Bai67, Bak64, Ban69, Bar63a,
Bar63c, Bar68, Bas68, Ber61, Ber66, Ber67, Bla66, Blo66, Bhu66, Bp68,
Boo62, Bor66, Bro68, Buc67, Bur68, Bur69, Cad69, Cap66, Cha62a, Cha62b,
Chu68a, Chu66a, Coh66d, Coh66e, Con63, Coo66, Cor69, Cot69, Cow67,
Cra65, Cro68, Dan61, Dan63, Dav64, Dem60, Dod60, Dod62, Doo69,
Dra63a, Dre63, Dun60, Dun61, Dyk65a, Dyk65b, Dyk66a, Dyk67a, Dyk67b,
Eps64a, Eri66, Fи66, Fer66, Fis67, Fи63, For66, Gа65, Gа69, Gе62, Gе63,
Gе64, Gho67, Gil63, Gil65, Gil66, Gol63, Gov66, Gra69, Gre68, Gru67,
Hag66, Han62, Han65b, Han65a, Har67a, Har62, Har66, Hay68, Hea61,
Hes68, Hic68, Hog66, Hol68, Hon66, Hus69, Ire65, Jac66, Jef63, Joh66b].
Review [Joh68, Kan61, KR68, Kaw65, Kei63, Kie65, Koe65, Koo64, Koo68,
Kor68, Kra66a, Kru63, Ku63a, Lau68, Lea67, Lei68, Lev66, Li68, Lig69, Llo61,
Low65, Luk63, Luk64a, Luk64b, Lut68, Mad68, Mai66, Man61, Man64c, McK68b, McK68a, McK69d, McK69a, McK69b, McK69c, McL69, Mee66, Mee69, Mil63, Mil66, Min65b, Min65a, Mul65, Nad69b, Nau68, Neu68, Ney65, Nob63, Noe63, Ode66a, Ode66b, Ode68, Oln62, Ost64, Owe65a, Owe65b, Owe65c, Owe66a, Par64, Pet66, Pet64, Pfa63a, Pfa64, Pos66, Pot67, Put65, Pyk63, Ran68b, Ran68a, Ran69, Rei62, Rei63b, Rob64, Rob63, Rog68a, Rog68b, Rog69a, Rog69b, Ros64, Ros65b, Ros65a, Rou68, Roy67, S.65a, S.65b, Sam69, Sat65, Sch66, Sew66, Sha6a, Ste65, Sto61, Str69, Sys63, Tan68, Ter65, Tho63, Tho67.

Review [Thr64, TC68, Tra65, Tuc65, Tuc68, Utt66, Van64, Ver66, Wal68, Wat69a, Wat69b, Wei62a, Wol68, Wou63, Wou64, Wou65, Zac68, Zel62b, Zel62a, Zel63b, Zel63a, Zim68, Zys64, HH66b, HK66].

Reviews [Cry67, Gei66, Jen62, Owe63, Rei63a].


Runs [Bar67b, PZB62]. Russell [Thr64]. Russian [Ros65b]. Ryser [Man64c].


Samples [Ano68f, Ano73, Cha66, Coh61a, Coh61b, Coh63, Coh65, Eps60c, Fox63, Gk69, Gov63, Grus69, GS69, Hal66, HM65a, Har67b, HM68, KA67, Lac66, Nad67, Sal67, Smi68b, WS68]. Sampling [Ano67f, BC66, Bar63b, Bar67a, Bc67, Blu67, Bur65, Cox60, Cra68, DG67, Dod60, Dod62, Dun62, ES69, Ell63, Eps64a, Eva63, Gue69, Gup62, Hal60, Hal67, Hal68, HB60, Hie64, Jb61, Kno67, LN66, Lj66, Mad68, Owe65b, Owe67, Owe69, Pat63c, Pfa63b, PB67, Pha68a, Pha68b, PZB62, Qna65, Sch69, SD69, She65b, Sun65, TS66, Wei65, ZT68, Dyk67a, Rif69, Dun61, Dun61, Eps64a, Har67a]. Samuel [Ros65b]. Sarhan [Zel63b, Ano62f]. Satellite [DW66b]. Satterthwaite [GH69]. Saturated [Rec67, Web68b]. Savage [Jef63, Ode66b]. Savas [Hon66]. Savings [Kao64]. Scale [HM68, Kao64, Men63, HM65b]. Scarf [Wei62a]. Scheffé [Dem60]. Scheme
Symposium [All63, Bar63c]. System [BH60, Box66b, EP63b, EM64, Hal60, MS68, Pra67, Smi66]. Systematic [BC62, Mar67, You62]. Systems [BES61, Eis63, Fle65, GH62, Hal64, Mad65, Mor61, Roo63, ST68, Tic61, Wei62b, Gol63]. Szego [Nob63].

[Bla66, Man62]. **Trends** [DW66a, DS68a, Hil60]. **Tribute** [Dun66]. **Trimmed** [Cha66]. **trimming** [DT68]. **trimming/Winsorization** [DT68]. **Trucking** [Pet64]. **Truncated** [AR69, Coh61a, Cra68, Hol67, LMW64, SV69, SG61, Wei64b, Rif69]. **Tukey** [Ans65, Jac65, Cox92, De64, JP61, Olm63, San68]. **Two** [Add64b, Add69, AC67, Ano64g, Bec67, BG78, Cla65, Coc65, Coh67, Dan63, DS68a, DS68b, Eps60c, GH66, GKKK61, Gov63, HB69, HR65, Jae64a, KA67, LB69, Man68, Mar68b, Mar69a, MS68, Nau66, NG68, Nel68, Pat62, Qur64, QNA65, Rif62, Rob60, TB69, Zel62a, BMW65, BMW66]. **Two-Factor** [Mar68b, Mar69a]. **Two-Level** [Add64b, Add69, DS68a, HB69]. **Two-Parameter** [Man68]. **Two-Sample** [NG68, Zel62a, BMW65, BMW66]. **Two-Sided** [GH66]. **Two-Stage** [AC67, Bec67, KA67]. **Two-Way** [BG78]. **Type** [Ano65j, Cla67, Sch64, Boh68, HM67, HM68, Har69]. **Types** [Dun60, Rei63a].

**Ulf** [Koo64]. **Unbalanced** [LNJE68]. **Unbiased** [Gla62, GQS67, McC65, SV69, SD68, Was64]. **Underlying** [Eps60e, Eps60f]. **Undesigned** [Ano66h, Dyk66b]. **Unequal** [Aig68]. **Unfolding** [NM69]. **Unified** [Har66]. **Uniform** [Gun65, Pos63]. **United** [Str69]. **Univariate** [Boc63, Har66]. **University** [Str69]. **Unknown** [HH69, Owe65b, SG66]. **upon** [Dun60, HB60]. **Upper** [Gut62]. **Ups** [MBM64, SG61]. **Use** [Box66c, Bra66, Ewa63, Har6a, Kra67, Kru66, TL68, Wei65]. **Used** [PW65]. **Useful** [Bas64, BH62, Bur67, ML60, WW61]. **User** [Ode68]. **Uses** [Blu66]. **Using** [BCK60, BCK61, Dun64, Eis68, GQS67, Pag62, Pat66, She65a, BCK78].

**V** [Gei62, Gei66, Gor66, Ode66a, Sys63]. **Vajda** [Boo62, Wou64]. **Validating** [Ell63]. **Validity** [Eps60e, Eps60f]. **Value** [Dow66, GM66, HM68, Man68, Pos65, HM67]. **Values** [Bin68, Dix64, Drai61, Eps60a, LSL68, LMW64, Nad67, Nel66, Smi68b, Wei64b, Zys65]. **Variable** [BD68b, Mal69, Mar64, OM68]. **Variables** [Bar62b, BT62, Cla65, CB67, DS66, GT66, Ker67, Mal69, Mil66, Owe67, Owe69, Sum65, BB60, Blo66]. **Variance** [And65, Boc63, BA63, CR66, Gla62, HH69, Jl69, Koc67a, Koc68, KA67, LNJE68, Man64a, NH69, Owe65b, SV69, TM63, Tuk61, ZT68, LN66, Dem60, Low65, Pot67]. **Variances** [Bec68a, Bec68b, Coc65]. **Variate** [Kru66]. **Variation** [Dyk65b, Rob69, Sum65]. **Variations** [Enr60]. **Various** [Dun60, Har66, NG68]. **Vectors** [SS62]. **Version** [San68]. **versus** [RS65]. **Vertices** [Dia67, Gor66, MA66]. **Victor** [Coh66a]. **Viewpoint** [Gei66]. **ViewpointPart** [Gei66]. **VII** [Cox92]. **Vogl** [Hes68]. **Vol** [Bar63c, Coo66, Hay68, Luk64a, Luk64b, McK69d, Par64, Pfa63a, Sam69]. **Volume** [All63, Ano60], Ano61, Ano621, Ano63n, Ano64m, Ano65p, Ano66o, Ano67m, Ano68k, Ano69k, Gru67, Lea67, Olm62, Ter65, Zys64, Cox92]. **Volumes** [Ano66i, Ram66]. **vs** [LE64, Pet64, Tuk60].
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